


All Corners are Square



Easy to Operate



Square Scrub Machines



Anatomy of a Quality Machine
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New Solution Tank



Carpet Pad



New Carpet Pad

Free Carpet Pad with 
EBG-20/C Machine

Registration

register.squarescrub.co
m



Anatomy of a Quality Machine

- Designed for everyday floor mopping.

- Improves soil removal.

- 4000 rpm motion drastically improves cleaning vs 

hand mopping.

- Works with 16” & 18” disposable microfiber mops.

- Includes Carry Strap & Handle Trigger.

- Doodle Mop weighs 12 lbs with a 35’ power cord.

- 304 non-rusting stainless steel base.

- Easy to clean & maintain.



Designed for everyday mopping



Disposable Microfiber Pads

SS P0516DMF
(20 per pack / 12 per case)
$168.00 per case  (70¢ per pad)

Always demo with a great quality
disposable microfiber.



2-Position Handle 3rd is going away

U.S. Patent No. 10,485,395



Battery Powered

Speed! Power! Results! are the same as 
corded units!



BattMop has about a 1 hour run time = to about 30 hospital size 

rooms.

DoodleMops are best with disposable microfiber. 

Weighs less than BattScrub. 

Optimal results with disposable microfiber everytime

Washable microfiber work as well.

BattScrub has about a 40 minute run time depending on the workload.

The new style carry strap is on the full Doodle line now.

BattMop & BattScrub



All new nylon parts

Protects 
push 

button
switch

Very 
Quiet



BattMop & BattScrub

The new nylon parts are already standard on the battery tools.

 

The corded tools will migrate over to nylon as stock runs out.

The new nylon protects the switch from damage.

Nylon is super quiet and chemical resistant.



Doodle Skate



Doodle Skate



Doodle Deluxe Kits

Nearly 45% of all Doodle Scrubs sold in 2019 were shipped as 

Doodle Deluxe kits.

BattScrub does work with the Doodle Skate.

Battery Deluxe kits are available.



New Bucket on a Stick



Recyclable Packaging and Batteries

No more black foam that could not be recycled!



Versatility² results on all floors



Intertek Safety Certified

All of our equipment is 
safety certified.   You 

might be surprised how 
many vendors sell 

equipment that has not 
been safety certified.

Demand certified safe tools!



Wall Mop



Under Gondola Build Up new video watch this process



Training & Product Videos


